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The US Treasury Securities Market: 


  


US Treasury securities are IOU's that the federal government sells to raise funds whenever its total 


expenditures in a time period exceed its total tax revenues during that period. These IOU's commit the 


government to making fixed future cash payments on definite dates in the future to whoever is holding 


the IOU's on those dates.  These future payments are structured into semi -annual "coupon" payments 


(similar to interest payments), and a "face value" payment, which occurs on the date of the last 


scheduled coupon payment. The payment date of the face value payment is called the "maturity date" 


of the treasury security. Coupon payments are usually specified as an annual  % of face value. Thus, a 


treasury security that had a maturity date 10 years in the future after the date of issue and that paid its 


holder $10,000 Face Value on that date with $300 payments each 6 months (=$600/per year=6% of 


10,000), would be referred to as a "10-year, 6% coupon T-Note. (Treasury securities that are issued with 


1 year or less until maturity, do not have any coupon payments, but offer only a single face value 


payment on the maturity date. They are called "T-Bills") 


  


Once treasury securities have been issued, the original purchaser need no t hold them until maturity. 


There is a very large worldwide market in which these securities trade. The price of any given security 


fluctuates in this market from day to day based on supply and demand conditions. In this section of 


notes we discuss modeling supply/demand behavior in this treasury market. Notice that there is a 


relationship between the price at which a treasury security trades and the rate of return an investor 


earns who buys at that price and holds the security to maturity. In particular, once a treasury security 


has been issued, an increase in its price lowers its yield to prospective buyers; while a decrease in its 


price, raises its yield to potential buyers.  


 


Although derivation of the formula linking prices to yields in the general case  is beyond the scope of this 


course, we can illustrate the link between rising security prices and declining security yields easily with 


the example of a 1 year T-bill whose face value is $100,000 and which has no coupon payments.  


Consider the effect on the yield of this security if its market price declines from $95,000 to $92,000. The 


investor who purchases it at $95,000 and holds until maturity 1 year later earns $5000 on his/her 


original investment. Thus the rate of return or yield to maturity on this investment is 5000/95000 = 


5.263%. However, if this same investor had been able to buy the security for $92,000, he/she would 


have earned $8000 on the original investment. Thus, his/her rate of return would be 8000/92000 = 8.7% 


Yield rises as price falls. Notice that this inverse relationship between price and yield is valid from the 


standpoint of a potential buyer of the security.  From the standpoint of someone who has already 


bought a security at the higher price of $95,000, a subsequent decline in its pr ice does not raise his/her 


return. Instead it merely imposes a capital loss on the existing security holder that will be realized if 


she/he has to sell the security at the depressed market price.  


  








With that background, lets model the effect on the market for 1 year T-bills of a rise in investors' 


expectations of inflation.  In the diagram below we measure "Price per $100 of face value" on the 


vertical axis and quantity as "$ billions of face value" on the horizontal axis. The vertical line labeled "S" 


measures the volume of 1 year Treasury bills that have been issued and are available to investors. We 


assume that this amount = $9000 billion. NOTE: In this case we drew this supply schedule as a vertical 


line, because higher prices of T-Bills will not motivate the US Treasury to issue more T-bills…it will issue 


more T-bills only when and if gov't spending exceeds gov't tax revenues.  The demand schedules for T -


bills represent desired holdings of T-bills by investors around the world before (D0) and after (D1) the rise 


in inflation expectations.  Each demand schedule is downward sloping because a higher price means a 


lower yield, and fewer investors will want the T-Bill at a lower yield. The rise in inflation expectations 


shifts the demand schedule left, showing less demand for T-Bills at any given price, because the amount 


of stuff you can buy with your face value payment in 1 year is less the higher the inflation rate over that 


year. Thus, a rise in inflation expectations lowers the expected real value of the future money payment 


to T-bill buyers. (We will look at this relationship in more detail in week 3 of this course.) This makes 


holding T-Bills less attractive at their current prices. Demand declines and prices drop until the market 


clears …until all existing T-Bills are willingly absorbed into investors' portfolios once again.  
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